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Our Holidays for 2021
Wildlife in Norfolk Broads
Go Beyond goes wild in East Anglia.
Hadrian›s Wall Trek
Go Beyond goes Coast to Coast.
Great Dartmoor Adventure
Go Beyond Go Ape, kayaking, canyoning and climbing.
World Cuisine
Go Beyond’s international Festival of Food.
Aqua Adventure
Go Beyond gets wet and wild.
Discover a Different Dartmoor
Go Beyond stays calm and relaxed in Devon.
Trekking in the Cotswolds
Go Beyond goes full circle.
Wildlife in Scotland
Go Beyond’s sensational Scottish wildlife wonders.
Halloween Castle Trail in Scotland
Go Beyond gets spooky.
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We feel it gives you (as well as us), far less complications, Alleviating
travel fears and last minute cancellations.
No risk of borders closing, eliminating the chance, Of being stranded
up in Norway, in Italy or in France.
Instead the locations chosen are on more familiar ground,
But with all the usual inclusion, support and fun, for which we are
renowned.
Why not get your hiking boots on for a Cotswolds or Dartmoor Trek?
Wildlife tours of The Scottish Highlands and Norfolk you’ll surely
not forget.
Walk the length of Hadrian’s Wall or celebrate a week of world cuisine,
Or join our Aqua Adventure with a wet and wild splashtastic theme.
Welcome to our 2021 brochure and immediately, I’m sure,
You’ve noticed we’ve a different name to the one we had before.
Go Provence Supported Holidays as we were previously known,
Has changed to Go Beyond Holidays to reflect how we have grown.
We felt it so important as the UK’s favourite supported holiday provider,
That we spread our travelling wings even further, longer and wider.
The extent of our future plans we will shortly share with you,
And our potential destinations for the year 2022.
But for now and the forthcoming year, we’re delighted to reveal,
Nine incredible holiday choices all with that same exotic feel.
With travel restrictions still in place and changing day to day,
We’ve put together some fabulous tours all based in the UK.

And to round off our list of adventures we’re delighted to unveil
a spooky Halloween spectacular on our Scottish Castle Trail.
We’ve missed you all and can’t wait to meet up in 2021,
Making lots of friends and new memories whilst having endless fun.
Although a different company name, one change that will never
happen, Is us delivering wonderful supported tours full of energy and
enthusiasm.
With all these new locations our excitement we cannot conceal,
We so hope you can come and join us, with love from Ian and Neil.

This poem was specially produced for us by
www.frommetoyoupoems.co.uk
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It’s time to celebrate!  
During our 10th anniversary, we were delighted and proud to announce that we had become a founder associate company of Inclu.
Travel, a network of travel and leisure specialists dedicated and committed to making travel accessible and inclusive everywhere, to
everyone.  Add to this the financial and licensing protections of 360 Private Travel, who we now act as agents for and on behalf of, and
you can begin to understand how we are now better placed than ever before to take our valued guests beyond their expectations, to
realise their travel dreams and ambitions and to create exciting holiday opportunities that are truly without limits!
Even greater support
Working with quality and approved destination management partners across the globe, who specialise in the supported area of travel and
tourism, means we can offer even greater support to ensure you enjoy happy, memorable experiences in the same spirit of adventure,
friendship and fun that Go Beyond has proudly become famous for.
Even more exciting choice of holidays
Our valued returning guests will know that in recent years we have been spreading our wings to Italy and Iceland which have become
popular on our programme, and now, with our new partnerships and associations, look out for an even more incredible and intrepid range
of ‘once in a lifetime’ journeys and experiences to Asia, Africa, South America and beyond.  Excited?  We are!
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Go Beyond Holidays
...with you all the way!

Go Beyond Holidays is an independent agent for 360 Private Travel. All flights and
flight-inclusive holidays on this website are financially protected by the ATOL scheme.
Phone number:
+33 (0) 9 73 21 31 18
E-mail: ian@gobeyondholidays.com

Registered Name & Address:
360 Private Travel Limited, 54 High Street, Sevenoaks, TN13 1JG, United Kingdom,
Registration Number: 8512928. Registered in England & Wales
VAT Number: 163818688
ATOL 7514 IATA 91-2 0005 6
Virtuoso Member Number 3251

An independent affiliate of

360 Private Travel and Virtuoso
360 Private Travel is a member of Virtuoso, allowing Go Beyond Holidays access to
preferential rates and exclusive benefits at some of the finest hotels around the world.
For Your Financial Protection
7514
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Wildlife on the Norfolk Broads
Go Beyond goes wild in East Anglia!
30th April – 7th May 2021
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Join us on this wonderful wildlife holiday in the delightful setting of the Norfolk Broads – with over 125 miles of navigable lock-free
waterways set in a beautiful big-sky, sparkling landscape studded with picturesque and charming towns and villages. Led by
Chris Sperring M.B.E. Itinerary will include: A boat trip on Hoarsey Mere, Seal tour, Tour of The Wash natural reserve, a visit to the Hawk
and Owl Trust nature reserve and birdwatching along the Norfolk coast. The accommodation is situated near Kings Lynn and is called,
Church Farm Barns. The accommodation is also wheelchair adapted with wet rooms and lifts to the first floor. All meals will be provided
by our on-site chef Christine.

Holiday name: Wildlife on the Norfolk Broads
Date: 30th April – 7th May 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation:
Church Farm Barns, Bircham Newton, Norfolk
Food: Prepared by our talented Chef.
Price: £2450
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Hadrian’s Wall Trek

Go Beyond goes Coast to Coast!
10th – 23rd May 2021
A two-week, 96 mile walk, from the east to the west coast of Northern England, following Hadrian’s Wall. There will be beautiful
countryside to walk through and historic Roman remains to immerse yourself culturally in. Accommodation will consist of small country
hotels, guest houses, bed and breakfast and farmhouses, at each stop along the route. All meals are provided with breakfast and a
packed lunch provided by the accommodation each day. Evening dinner will take place in nearby pubs/restaurants.
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Holiday name: Hadrian’s Wall Trek
Date: 10th – 23rd May 2021
Nights: 13 nights
Accommodation:
7 Hotels and Guesthouse along the way.
Food: Breakfast and packed lunches will be
provided and the evening meal will be in a nearby
restaurant or pub restaurant (included in price).
Price: £4080
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The Great Dartmoor Adventure

Go Beyond Go Ape, kayaking, canyoning and climbing.
19th – 26th June, 10th – 17th July and 14th – 21st August
This holiday is for those adventure seekers who love the outdoors and the wilderness. We use the local landscape and surrounding areas
for all our adventurous activities. Itinerary: Climbing, Trekking, Go Ape, Kayaking and more. You will be staying at the wonderful Adventure
Lodge, located on the fringe of Dartmoor. A place where the main aim is to ‘bring Dartmoor to life’ for each and every visitor and guest.
Your accommodation will be comfortable and clean. perfect for a good night’s rest. Just what you’ll need after each epic and energetic
day of your holiday. Lights out…
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Holiday name: The Great Dartmoor Adventure
Date:
19th – 26th June 2021 / 10th – 17th July 2021
14th – 21st August 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation: Adventure Lodge
Food: Prepared by our talented Chef.
Price: £2400
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World Cuisine

Go Beyond’s international Festival of Food.
3rd – 10th July and 24th – 31st July
If you like eating meals from all over the world and you enjoy cooking then this could be the perfect holiday for you. Each day there is
a different national theme, it could be Italy or China, Morocco or Mexico, and you will get to create a dish from that country. You will
source ingredients from local markets and then be supported and guided to prepare and cook each meal for dinner. Everyone will then
have the pleasure of enjoying the meal you have prepared. A holiday of culinary delights at Adventure Lodge in Dartmoor.
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Holiday name: World Cuisine Week
Date: 3rd – 10th July 2021 / 24th – 31st July 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation: Adventure Lodge
Food: Evening meal is prepared by you with the
help of our great team.
Breakfast and lunch is prepared by Christine,
our Go Beyond chef.
Price: £2230
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Aqua Adventure

Go Beyond gets wet and wild
26th June – 3rd July and 17th – 24th July
Keep yourself cool this summer with Aqua Adventure. Splash around on the rivers, lakes and in the sea whilst enjoying fun activities.
Activities will include: gorge scrambling, kayaking, canoeing, raft building and more.You will be staying at the wonderful Adventure
Lodge, located on the fringe of Dartmoor. A place where the main aim is to ‘bring Dartmoor to life’ for each and every visitor and guest.
Your accommodation will be comfortable and clean. perfect for a good night’s rest. Just what you’ll need after each epic and energetic
day of your holiday. Lights out…
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Holiday name: Aqua Adventure
Date:
26th June – 3rd July 2021
17th – 24th July 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation: Adventure Lodge
Food: Prepared by our talented Chef.
Price: £2400
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Discover a Different Dartmoor
Go Beyond stays calm and relaxed in Devon
31st July – 7th August
If you need some time to unwind and recharge your batteries, then you might like to give this holiday a try. Full of gentle activities
and plenty of time to relax. Activities: pony trekking on Dartmoor, visiting the National Marine Aquarium, Lyford Gorge, Castle Drogo and
taking the South Devon Railway from Buckfastleigh to Totnes, with a day at the seaside in Dartmouth. All based at our cosy Adventure
Lodge, Dartmoor.
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Holiday name: Discover a Different Dartmoor
Date: 31st July – 7th August 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation: Adventure Lodge
Food: Prepared by our talented Chef.
Price: £2280
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Trekking in the Cotswolds
Go Beyond goes full circle
7th – 14th October
A 59 mile circular walk over 8 days that starts and finishes in Cheltenham, taking in towns like Stow-on-the-Wold, Moreton in Marsh and
Winchcombe. This is England’s largest area of outstanding natural beauty with picturesque villages, unique wildlife, panoramic views
and historical sites. Accommodation will consist of small country hotels, guest houses, bed and breakfast and farmhouse accommodation,
at each stop along the route. All meals are provided with breakfast and a packed lunch is provided each day. Evening dinner will take
place in nearby pubs and restaurants.
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Holiday name: Trekking in the Cotswolds
Date: 7th – 14th October 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation:
5 Hotels and Guesthouse along the way.
Food: Breakfast and packed lunches will be
provided and the evening meal will be in a nearby
restaurant or pub restaurant (included in price).
Price: £2100
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Wildlife in Scotland

Go Beyond’s sensational Scottish wildlife wonders
16th – 23rd October
A fresh way to experience the fantastic and diverse Wildlife in Scotland. Designed to be an informative and fun multi-activity trip across
this wild and staggeringly beautiful area of Scotland and led by expert guides, we’ll seek out species such as dolphins, red deer and
golden eagles as we explore Scotland’s wild places. And while we will visit a hide or two, most of the wildlife will be encountered as
we enjoy activities such as boat trips and walks. All activities will be conducted at an easy pace, so are suitable for our guests to enjoy.
All accommodation, meals and guides are included.
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Holiday name: Highlands of Scotland
Date: 16th – 23rd October 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation: Ballater Hostel
Food: Great food from locally sourced produce
and cooked by our own Go Beyond chef
Price: £3150
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Halloween Castle Trail in Scotland
Go Beyond gets spooky
25th October – 1st November
Our Halloween Castle Trail in Scotland has castles. Lots of castles! In fact with a spectacularly spooky stay in three historic and
atmospheric hotels, expect some ghostly Halloween connections, ancient ruins, delightful scenery, a chance to get some fresh Scottish
air, lots of colour and character, great food (of course) and traditional Highland hospitality all the way. And for movie fans in our group,
you will be excited to know that some of the castles appear in famous films like Monty Python and the Da Vinci Code.
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Holiday name: Halloween Castle Trail in Scotland
Date: 25th October – 1st November 2021
Nights: 7 nights
Accommodation: Apex Grassmarket, Edinburgh.
Atholl Palace, Pitlochry / Sterling Highland Hotel
Food: Enjoy scrumptious Scottish fayre on your
Halloween Castle Trail
Price: £3400
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Travel Buddy

Go Beyond holidays created by you
Have you had a hard time finding a supported holiday to the destination you want to visit, during the time you want to go? With our
Travel Buddies holiday option, you choose any holiday destination worldwide and one of our qualified travel guides will take you there.
You can go where you like, when you like and with whom you like. We want to make all holiday dreams possible and put choice and
flexibility back in the hands of travellers with learning disabilities or difficulties, autism or just those people who may need help getting
where they want to go. So get in touch with us and we’ll help you plan the trip of a lifetime, made just for YOU!
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The Family Menu
Our relationships with parents and loved ones are critical to enabling family members to enjoy our amazing holiday experiences.
We value and appreciate the contribution you make. To coin a phrase… ‘we couldn’t do it without you’!
We also recognise the value to be gained by all parties – our holiday participants, many who are now regular guests and indeed friends,
and equally their parents, siblings and guardians who benefit, we know, from having their own opportunities to respite and regenerate
and, if the chance arises, to take their very own holiday break. So, committed to expand and extend the impact of our programmes,
we are delighted to introduce our ‘Family Menu’ of short-break options that link, conveniently and geographically, to our exciting 2021
Go Beyond UK holiday collection. This may be a few days or a full week staying at a delightful country-house hotel, spa-resort, luxury
cottage or castle. Maybe time beside the sea in a boutique hotel with a view, or conditions pertaining – an holiday overseas – in Europe
or beyond. We are IATA and ATOL protected to make all the arrangements for you – door to door and with 24/7 support and with daily,
reassuring updates, to keep you abreast with all the daily adventures from our Go Beyond holiday programmes.
We hope this service aimed specifically at ensuring that when Go Beyond, go beyond… everyone wins!
Thank you,
Ian and Neil
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Go Beyond Team

Neil Manser
Director and co-founder, Neil is the life
and soul of the party bringing the fun to
Go Beyond. Aside of supporting guests
at Go Beyond, he lives near St Tropez.
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Ian Callen
Director and co-founder, Ian organises
all the activities and planning as well
as supporting. He lives in Provence
with his wife and three children.

Karen Galway
Karen has been working as a
support worker for Go Beyond
since 2013. She loves kayaking and
supporting, she lives in Cornwall.

Christine Espley
Christine is a new addition to our team,
who joined in the summer of 2019. She
caters for all the rock stars, Bob Dylan,
Neil Young and Cliff Richard, and now
of course, Go Beyond guests can enjoy
her culinary delights, especially her
famous chocolate mousse

John Ryde
John was a chemistry teacher for
20 years then moved to Thailand
and worked on school projects with
his wife. He now supports people
with autism and learning disabilities
near Yeovil.

Joseph Callen
Joseph is a student and works for
us in the summertime. Our returning
guests will remember Joseph as a
7 year old from when we began and
have watched him grow up. Joseph
hopes to study Geopolitics at a
university in England.
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Customer Feedback

Because every1 is wonderful and I have just been on a skiing
holiday in France which I loved and was 1 of the best holiday’s
I have ever been on!!
Rosie – Holiday Guest
Max had a wonderful week with Go Provence (now Go Beyond) in
their adventure week- lots of well-planned activities and fun food
and laughter – he will definitely be back!!
Kate – Holiday Guest parent.
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Amazing from the minute we got off the plane to when we left!
Everyone had an amazing time I could not recommend these guys
enough, they know what they are doing and always go the extra
mile to make sure everyone gets to do the things they want to do
and are happy. We were sad to leave and can’t wait to make plans
to go back! Thank you so much Ian, Neil, Jon, Karen and Najla
you guys are great!
Coleen – supported a group from United Response

Have had the best holiday ever with Go Provence Supported
Holidays (now Go Beyond). It was my first holiday ever with you Go
Provence (so helpful and supportive in every way and completely
safe), can’t wait to gp again with you team !!!!
Robert – Holiday Guest
“Incredible people, incredible holidays! My brother’s year is made
on these holidays, wish I could rate it more than 5*! Couldn’t
recommend higher, anyone who is considering it just get it touch
you won’t regret it!.”
Leah – Sister of a Guest.

“Bill and I would like to say a huge thank you to you and the team
for giving Sasha such a lovely holiday It was a huge experiment for
us and was a real success! She had a wonderful time and we look
forward to her joining you again in the future. (It was fantastic that
her clothes came back washed and folded! A real treat!).”
Judith – Parent of a Guest.
“I don’t do Facebook but have seen the amazing photos of the
Iceland trip. Andrew has been telling us all about the amazing
time he has had with you again. You have once again given him a
holiday of a lifetime.”
Dorothy – Parent of a Guest
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What is included
when you book?
• Quality and comfortable accommodation.
•A
 ll meals by a resident chef, Christine.
 ll activities on your holiday.
•A
•S
 upport from our Go Beyond team during
your holiday.
•T
 ransport and transfers.
•Q
 uality communication with your support
network at home through WhatsApp
groups, created for your holiday and
feedback sheet.
•F
 inancial protection from ATOL and IATA.

How to Book
If you have a question or wish to book a holiday,
you can make contact with us in a number of ways:
Website: www.gobeyondholidays.com
and go to Our CONTACT page.
Email us at ian@gobeyondholidays.com

Telephone us
on our French landline 00 33 (0)9 73 21 31 18
on our French mobile 00 33 (0)6 83 86 22 25
Write to us at :
Go Beyond Holidays Ltd.
2 Quartier Pascalone
Route de Valensole
Riez, 04500
Provence, France.

Covid 19
Experience with Covid 19 Regulations
In October 2020 we ran a supported holiday in
Dartmoor, England, following tight UK Covid 19
regulations as laid out on the UK Government
website.
We used bubbles of six, encouraged social
distancing wherever possible, and provided
everyone with hand-washing stations in the
accommodation.
Temperatures were monitored each morning
and recorded. Risk assessments were put in
place to reduce the risk of transmission, to keep
everyone safe and if anyone should display
Covid 19 symptoms.
All of the policies we have in place are shared in
detail with our guests and their support network.
We take Covid 19 seriously and we work to
keep our guests and team safe.
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Go Beyond Holidays
...with you all the way!

